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Disclaimer
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein
to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or
any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not






20% Cost Share: $748,325
Work Period:  Sept. 1, 2019 – Aug. 31, 2020 
City Water, Light and Power
(CWLP) Springfield, IL
PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Overall: Design, construct, and operate a 10 MWe capture system based on 
the Linde / BASF advanced amine-based, post-combustion carbon dioxide 
(CO2) capture technology at CWLP Dallman Unit 4, Springfield, IL.
Phase II: Front End Engineering Design (FEED) study along with obtaining 
necessary regulatory approvals and funds for Build / Operate in Phase III.
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Large Pilot Team Management Structure
Well-defined roles based on relevant capabilities
Linde Engineering – Americas (LEA)
Mark Taylor
TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
Capture Technology Evaluated up to 1.5 MWe
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Linde-BASF OASE® blue technology development























Large Pilot: 10 MWe
(2018-2024)
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Project Technology Development 2004-present
Ready for commercial implementation
NCCC high capacity structured packing
2022
Linde-BASF Technology Testing Outcomes
Technology advantages and commercial implications
Advantages noted Impact on commercial projects
Intrinsic steam energy is 2.7 - 2.8 GJ/tonne CO2 22-25% 
less than MEA solvent
 Can reach 2.3 GJ/tonne CO2 with use stripper 
interstage heater design for regenerator column (to be 
tested in large pilot)
1.1 tonne steam/tonne CO2 captured reduces parasitic 
load on power plant
(standard MEA processes use 1.4 tonne steam/tonne CO2)
Net solvent loading significantly higher than MEA* Lower solvent inventory required, lower solvent makeup 
rates & cost
Solvent circulation rate significantly lower than MEA* Smaller solvent pumps and lower pumping power 
consumption
Higher stripper and CO2 product pressure than standard 
MEA processes
3.4 bara product pressure vs. 2 bara for MEA. Reduces 
energy consumption by 4.79 MW for a 480 tonne/hr CO2
capture plant.
25% less CO2 capture plant electrical power consumption 
than MEA (includes CO2 compression to 150 bara)
Translates to 124 kWh/tonne CO2 reduction in electrical 
power
*Cannot disclose actual solvent loading or solvent circulation rates as per confidentiality agreement with BASF
Solvent and System Designed for Improved Performance
Large pilot process configuration
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Reduced capital costs / 
energy costs
• Optimized BASF OASE® 
blue solvent
• Efficient CO2 capture 
from low-pressure 
sources
• Longer solvent life
• Lower solvent 
circulation rate
Notable Linde process 
improvements 
(C, E) Dry bed water wash 
design to minimize solvent 
losses
(G) Stripper regeneration at 
3.4 bars reducing CO2
compressor cost and power 
consumption
(I) Advanced Stripper 





Attractive Techno-Economics for Linde / BASF Process





Technical Review at CWLP: September 27, 2019
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Project Tasks
Designed for smooth transition to Phase III
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Task # Task
1.0 Project Management and Planning
2.0 Front-End Engineering Design (FEED)
3.0 NEPA / Permitting at Host Site
4.0 Team and Cost Share Commitments for Phase III
5.0 Updated Techno-Economic Analysis (TEA)













1 1 Updated Project Management Plan 9/30/2019
Project Management 
Plan file
1 2 Finalized FEED study 8/31/2020 Topical Report File
1 2.2




3/3/2020 Topical Report File
1 3
NEPA and permitting 
documentation 
complete
8/31/2020 Topical Report File 
1 4
Phase III cost share 
commitments 
complete
8/31/2020 Topical Report File
1 5 Updated TEA 8/31/2020 Topical Report File
1 1 Phase II Topical Report Completed 8/31/2020 Topical Report File
1 1 Quarterly RPPR report Each quarter RPPR files
Success Criteria : Phase II
• Technical Milestone: FEED study complete with costs and schedules 
developed and bid-ready documentation
• Regulatory Milestone: Complete the NEPA EA process as well as the ability 
to have permit paperwork ready to be submitted to the appropriate 
agencies 
• Financial Milestone: Cost share commitment in place for Phase III
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Achieving project milestones with updated techno-
economic evaluation enables the project team to 
smoothly transition to Phase III (Build & Operate)
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Medium  Energy optimization 
not validated
 Project cost 
overruns
 Uncertainty of time 
to complete EA
Low









 Uncertainty of time 
for permits
Very Low
 Integration with host 
site
 Unavailability of 
operators
 Non-availability of 
flue gas/utilities




Risk & Mitigation Strategy: Phase II
Shown for those Medium Probability or greater, and High Impact
Description of Risk Probability Impact Mitigation and Response Strategy
Project Cost Overruns Medium High More of an issue for Phase III, 
addressed through clear scope 
definition, supplier / vendor 
selection, and completion of full 
engineering prior to procurement




Medium High Coordination between UIUC and 
partners, NEPA contractor, CWLP, and 
NETL will enable early detection of 
potential issues. For example, the 
design document will be shared early 
in the project timeline with NETL and 
NEPA contractor to assure that 
variations in potential designs can be 
evaluated for their potential impact 
on EA.
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Identifying Challenges to Phases II & III
None are insurmountable










City Water, Light and Power (CWLP)
Water and power supplier for City of Springfield
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OSBL Challenge at CWLP
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Overview of Plant Layout at CWLP: South End
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Overview of Plant Layout at CWLP: North End
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Projected Views of Absorber, Stripper, and DCC 
Columns from Interstate 55
Questions for Discussion with DOE / NETL
• Permitting: Discussions with Illinois EPA verify permits typically obtained 
within 3 months of CONSTRUCTION.
– If file during Phase II, they will have expired and will need renewed or refiled in Phase III
– Costs NOT included in Phase II budget
– Would result in unnecessary costs in Phase III
– Propose to have applications ready to file at end of Phase II
• Technology Commercialization: types of information requested for following
– c. Near-zero emissions - no or low amounts of carbon dioxide (amounts that are equal to or 
lower than natural gas technologies) 
– d. Capable of high ramp rates and minimum loads commensurate with estimates of future 
renewable market penetration 
– e. Integration with thermal or other energy storage to ease intermittency inefficiencies and 
equipment damage
– f. Minimized water consumption
– g. Reduced design, construction, and commissioning schedules from conventional norms 
– h. Enhanced maintenance features including technology advances with monitoring and 
diagnostics to reduce maintenance and minimize forced outages
– i. Integration with coal upgrading, or other plant value streams (e.g., co-production)
– j. Capable of natural gas co-firing 
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Questions for Discussion with DOE / NETL
• Dismantling Costs: 
– Required to be included in the past by DOE/NETL
– Required by hosts site and City of Springfield
– Currently in Phase III budget plans
– If performance is acceptable, likely that CWLP will want to have capture facility REMAIN 
in place after project end
• Quarterly Report for Phase I / Phase II transition (July-Sept)
– Assume continuation of report and indicate transition to Phase II
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